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The Colorado Cattlemen’s Agricultural Land Trust takes pride in our 13-year record of fiscal responsibility and organizational growth. In 2007, CCALT accepted conservation easements valued at $41,230,690. CCALT was able to raise funding for $4,345,391 in easement value and landowners donated an astounding $36,885,299. CCALT established the dedicated Conservation Easement Stewardship Fund to provide for the long-term monitoring and enforcement of our conservation easements. As of December 31, 2007 the fund balance was $1,517,261.
Dear Friends,

When the membership of the Colorado Cattlemen’s Association formed the Colorado Cattlemen’s Agricultural Land Trust (CCALT), it was certainly a unique idea and many wondered why ranchers were getting into the conservation easement business. We thought that CCALT would be of service to a few ranchers and farmers every year. A dozen years later, no one could have envisioned the impact and success of this unique land trust.

While we are proud of the more than 285,000 acres of land in conservation easements and the nearly 180 ranches and farms protected by CCALT, we are very encouraged by the marked shift in attitude from environmental groups and everyday citizens who increasingly realize the benefits of agriculture on Colorado’s landscapes. We are now working together to protect these lands for future generations. Increasing numbers of farmers and ranchers are embracing the conservation easement tool and CCALT continues to enjoy our role as a key player in the protection of Colorado’s working landscapes. We encourage you to look through this report and read more about our successes in 2007.

In 2007, CCALT was proud to partner with landowners in the protection of more than 32,000 acres of productive farm and ranchland across the state. This included ground-breaking conservation work in places like Chaffee County, along the Rio Grande River and in a study of the astounding biological resources found on working ranches in Southeast Colorado. We are proud to continue our relationships with funders including Great Outdoors Colorado, Colorado Conservation Trust, U.S. Department of Agriculture and several local county open space programs as well as corporate donors including EnCana Oil and Gas and Arrow Electronics.

The past year also presented some major challenges, including the U.S. Army’s plans to expand the Pinon Canyon Maneuvers Site by condemning multi-generational ranches. Also, the news of a few cases of abuse of Colorado’s innovative conservation easement tax credit program by a few bad actors came to light in 2007, putting a cloud on this important financial incentive. CCALT is addressing these challenges head on to ensure that Colorado’s landowners have the best incentives in the country to protect their properties. In the last legislative session, CCALT played a key role in a new state law that increases the oversight and accountability of the program, ensuring the integrity and legitimacy of future easement transactions.

As we write this in the summer of 2008, CCALT has already protected four ranches covering over 15,000 acres. In the next few months, we should complete the protection of more than 30 more ranches covering more than 25,000 acres. Looking forward, we are encouraged by new conservation initiatives in northwest Colorado, including North Park, the Upper Elk River, the Little Snake River and the White River Valleys as well as our ongoing efforts along Saguache Creek, in the Wet Mountain Valley and on the shortgrass prairies of the eastern plains.

Landowners are the reason we are here, to preserve not only their lands, but their heritage and the lifeblood of our rural communities. Our success is not possible without the devotion of the ranching families that we have the honor of working with every day. The dedication of the CCALT Board of Directors and the professional expertise of our energetic staff allow us to protect more land than most organizations of our size and modest operating budget. Finally, those who support CCALT make all of our success possible. Thank you for joining us in protecting Colorado’s agricultural lands.

Bill Fales
Board President

Chris West
Executive Director
Successes and Highlights

Rural communities and agriculture are the heart of our country. Without landowners we would not have what many of us take for granted. Food on our table, clothes on our back, and beautiful vistas and mountain valleys are all things that the agricultural community provides the general public. The CCALT Board of Directors and Staff would like to thank all of those landowners who have placed conservation easements on their land, protecting their farms and ranches for future generations. CCALT protected 32 ranches and added acreage to 11 existing conservation easements totalling over 32,000 acres in 2007.

Largest Acreage Protected in 2007
The Lindner Family’s Piney Peak Ranch is tucked into the spectacular Sheephorn Creek Valley in Colorado’s central mountains. It is the first ranch that we have protected in Eagle County and was the largest conservation easement accepted by CCALT in 2007. In August 2008, the family completed an additional easement on over 1,000 acres of neighboring land.

First Ranch Protected in Chaffee County
The Post Office Ranch, owned by the Roberts family, is the first working ranch in the Upper Arkansas Valley protected by CCALT. Irrigated hay meadows and pasture make up the majority of the property which is used for cow-calf operations and hay production. Senior water rights and abundant seep water enhance the biological and agricultural productivity. The Roberts placed 183 acres under easement in 2007 and are planning to protect an additional 127 acres in 2008. When asked about his experience with conservation easements Dean Roberts said, “Doing this, first and foremost, requires a love for the land.”

Southeast Biological Inventory
Ranchers, researchers, and the land trust banded together in southeastern Colorado to conduct an inventory of the animals, plants, and habitats in this unique corner of the state. The area is home to the largest intact working shortgrass prairie landscape in North America. The results of the study provided both sound scientific information and a strong case for maintaining the area in private land ownership and not as a military installation. The results also proved the need for more research. Phase II of the inventory is set to begin in the Fall of 2008.

A Continuing Partnership with Great Outdoors Colorado
CCALT receives funding from a wide variety of sources to purchase conservation easements on select properties. One of our most important funders is Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) which distributes some of the proceeds from the Colorado Lottery for open space projects. GOCO’s ongoing commitment to agricultural lands is impressive. In 2007 alone, CCALT and GOCO partnered on ten projects including the protection of four ranches in the Saguache Creek Corridor, the Post Office Ranch in Chaffee County, the Southeast Colorado Biological Inventory, the Jerome Park Ranch in conjunction with Pitkin County, as well as projects in Archuleta, Gunnison and San Miguel Counties. One of the projects in the Saguache area that received GOCO support was the Sutherland Ranch. Owned by Virginia and Lynn Sutherland, this mother/daughter team has made this historic working cattle ranch a success. The ranch stretches over a mile along Cross Creek where the rare Rio Grande cutthroat trout resides in harmony with traditional agricultural uses.
2007 Donors

The Colorado Cattlemen's Agricultural Land Trust would like to express our sincere thanks to those individuals, businesses, and organizations that have partnered in CCALT’s unique vision. We particularly want to thank the 43 landowners who contributed easements in 2007.

Colorado Pioneer $10,000 +
Sue Anschutz-Rodgers
Bill Fales and Nancy MacDonald in honor of John Fettich
Rancher $5,000 - $9,999
Cortlandt Dieter
Penny Lewis
Denny and Joy Swanson
Ed and Cherri Trousl
Jerry and Sonja Winger
Western Land Group
Homesteader $2,500 - $4,999
Allan Beedle
Miles and Jeanne Davis
Team Roper $1,000 - $2,499
Aspen Business Center Foundation
Russ and Carol Aha
Tim and Jane Borden
Steven and Catherine Brooks
Tim and Patti Casey
The Colorado Health Foundation
John Cox
Justin Cumming
Frank and Sheila Daley
Michael and Taunya Dawling
John and Mary Ann Duffey
Ben and Laurie Duke
Craig and Mary Engel
Jay and Gail Fitcher
Sam and Nancy Gary
Samuel Gary, Jr.
Linda Gerrans
Pat and Carla Grant
Chuck Hathaway
Chris Herrman
Charlie and Helen Kirk
Larry and Nancy Kueker
Bill and Alma Kurtz
Steve and Pam Marsh
Lynd and Jim Nichols
Annie Rickenbough
Randy and Claricy Rusk
Bill and Joanne Sinclair
Dan and Linda Souders
Kayla Sparks
Carl and Karen Spina
Tom and Kris Stover
Steve and Ann Strahan
Bea Taplin
Tim and Charlotte Travis
Tim and Annie Wolfganget
Ed Warner and Jackie Erickson
Range Rider $500 - $999
Anonymous (1)
Troy and Adrianna Allen
Joe and Valerie Austin
Louis and Pamela Barsbich
Bill and Kris Bensler
Mike Branhant and Betty Searle
Dennis Brenner
Corwin and Carol Brown
Chris and Jill Davis
T. Wright Dickinson
Jack and Leslie Ferguson
in honor of Kent Rickenbough
John Fettich
Perry Hendside
Craig Harrison
Ray and Pam Ilg
Ray and Kim Ilg, Jr.
Jim Kelley and Amie Knox
David and Dawn Kueker
Katherine Loo
Paul McCaw
in honor of Merle McCaw
Jerome McHugh, Sr.
Jack and Alta Orr
Koger Propst
Ken and Judy Raskind
Bob Roark
Michael Rosenberg
Routt County
Del and Lynne Sherrod
Ben Stapleton
Tom and Jean Sutherland
Bill Uffelder and Natalie Arisly
Mac and Jean West
Gordon and Lola Westdahl
Wrangler $1 - $499
Anonymous (4)
Dale Allee
Roy Anderson
Gilbert and Steph Anderson
Ray Anderson
Jim Armstrong
Dave Armstrong
Herb and Laura May Bacon
Robert and Martha Barnhardt
Dan Beaton
Brad and Melinda Beck
Marvin and Eunice Beeman
Richard and Suzanne Benton
Eric and Sandra Bergman
Chuck and Jennifer Bess
Kyle Blackman
Peter Blair
Blue Mountain
Environmental Consulting
Mike and Janice Bohart
Rick and Lucie Bourdon
Steve Boyle
Roberts & Melissa Bray
Ellen Breslin
Reeves and Penny Brown
Mack and Knobby Brown
Keith and Charlotte Burmgarner
Mike and glory Burns
Arnie Butler
Jennifer Callender
Jess Campbell
Doug and Adele Carlson
Will and Barbara Carpenter
Edward Carpenter
Jim and Jane Carpenter
Joe and Tina Cary
Gary and Marianne Ceriani
John Cheney
Douglas Childs
David Christensen
John Close
Clad Cochran
Doug and Moira Cogswell
Jim and Frances Coleman
Polly Coleman
Benjamiin & Ann Cooper for the
Kent Ridenbaugh Memorial Fund
Tom Creighton
Dick and Barbara Crow
Tony Daranyi
Gigi Dariadise and Mike Gibson
Peter and DeeDee Decker
Robert and Joan Donner
Susan Dorsey
Douglas County
Steve and Pinky Downs
John and Anne Draper
Maud Duke
Hamilton Duncan
William Durant
John and Melissa Eliot
Robert English
Bruce Esko
Robert Farman
Ernie Fazeekas
Stuart and Carol Feen
David and Lois Ferguson
Hali Fieldman
Flora Fieldman
Johnny and Joan Fisher
J.R. Ford
George Fosha
Charles and Marie Frederickson
Jonathan Friedman & D.E. Lieberman
Jay Frost
John Fuller
Cale and Sidney Gates
Allan Getz
Callie Gilman
Thomas Gougeon
Newell and Judy Grant
Bob and Kathy Grether
J.W and Lucia Guercio
Burt and Sandy Guerrieri
Gina Gay
Brent and Daley Haglund
Denis Hall
Dave Hallopane and Diane Brown
Charles and Linda Hanlin
Jim Hammond
Larry Harvey
Bill and Sally Harvey
Tony and Connie Hass
Paul Heffron
Nadine Henry
Robert and Laura Hill in honor of joy
Fitcher, Cj Mucklow, & Tim Wolfinagen
Lee-Anh Hill
Joy Hilliard
Bill and Judy Hogan
Keith and Debbie Holsinger
Pieter and Helen Hondius
Ben and Skylar Houston
Mark Howe
Buck and Jane Hutchison
Carter and Louise Jackson
Phil and Susan James
Jim Johnson
Kirk Johnson and Chase DeForest
Tom and Joan Kelsh
Steve and Dawn Kettler
Thomas King
Hugh and Urling Kingery
Peter Kirsch and Pat Reynolds
Rick and Heather Knight
Ray Kogovsek
Sandy and Dorothy Kraemer
Frank and Monty Kugeler
Dennis and Charlotte Kurtz
Jim and Tinka Kurtz
Charlie and Jennie Kurtz
in honor of the Peter Kurtz Family
Nelson Lake
Dale and Janine Lasater
Tom Latouke & Eva Malanowski
Harry Lewis, Jr.
Fred Lombardi
John and Susanah Lunt
Carl and Diane Luppens
Dill Fales and Nancy MacDonald
George Masenz and Tass Kelso
Chuck and Peggy Malloy
Bick and Rose Marsh
Mike and Erika Maxwell
Kevin McCarthy
Pat McClear
Tom & Lillian McCracken
Warren and Pat McDonald
Bill McKee
Jim McLauralin
Barton Mendenhall
Larry and Barbara Menegatti
Victor and Amy Mitchell
Davis and Sue Moore
C.J. and Nancy Mucklow
Roger Mullarky
Steve and Christine Murray
Dorothy Nega
Rich and Pam Nichols
Peter Nichols
Will and Shirley Nelson, Jr.
Louis Nider
Gary and Alice Nordhol
Thomas O'Donnell
Lyrnmoreton
Lynn Padgett
Liz Paris
Bob and Bunny Patterson
Harry and Mae Peterson
Greg Peterson and Kathleen Curry
in honor of Kent Rickenbough
Dave and Rita Peterson
Bryan and Aubrey Phillips
Scott and Kisti Pieratt
Cliff Polk
John Prizinlall III
Keith Proppst
Tom and Celisa Reed
Rip and Susan Reid
Elizabeth Richardson
Arlie Rigsby
Rio Tinto Energy America
Gordon and Sally Rippey
in honor of Kent Rickenbough
Susan Rosenberry
Jim and Barb Ross
Dean and Susan Rossi
Lee Rokaziuk
Harvey and Jean Rusk
Saguache County
Jackie Sandersen
San Miguel County
Peter Sartucci
Ted Schaal
Gary Schafer
Mel Schuman
David Schumacher
Kay Sellers
Bill and Lindsay Serrell
Wade Shelton and Lisa Harris
Bob and Tule
Paul and Norreen Silvon
Doug Smith
Paul and Marty Snyder
Phn Fettich
Spanish Peaks-Purgatoire
River Conservation District
John Springle
Carl Steidtmann and Kathy Cline
Erik and Kathy Steinberg
Andie Sulak
Earl Suttter
Tom Swanson
Erik and Amy Swanson
Jim and Cindy Tanner
Vi Taylor
Philip Teener and Ann Sjoberg
Alexandar and Dottie Rehmann, Jr.
Matt Tobler
Tom and Ron Turnbull
Carl and Jan Vail
Jay and Dorri Van Loan
lawlor Wakens
Mary Walker and Michael Abrahams
George and Nancy Wallace
Roy Wardell
Robert Warner
Chuck and Emma Warren
and Mary Washburne
Ann Weckbaugh
Dick and P.J. Wehsham
Chris and Kyle West
Allan and Jane White
Wilderness Land Trust
Matthew and Julia Wilds
Scott Willis
Jay Winner
Craig Winterburn
Robert Young
Linda Zinn
Foundation and Government Partners
Colorado Conservation Trust
Colorado Division of Wildlife
Conservation Resource Center
El Pomar Foundation
Great Outdoors Colorado
Hewlett Foundation
Land Trust of the Upper Arkansas
National Fish & Wildlife Foundation
USDA - Natural Resource Conservation
Rocky Mountain Bighorn Society
Rout County PDR
Tout Unlimited
Collegiate Peaks Chapter
In Kind Donations
Sue and Rodgers
Ark Anglers Outfitters
Geoff Blakeslee
Bill Canterbury
Dina Clark
Miles and Jeanne Davies
Peter and Deedee Decker
Jay and Gael Fitcher
F.M. Light & Sons
Bill Gillette
Whescy Gillett
Newell and Judy Grant
Rod Hanna
Bill Henry
The Hot Ranch
Ray and Kimilg, Jr
Heather Knight
Cassidy Kurtz
Bick and Rose Marhe
C.J. and Nancy Mucklow
Perry Family Partnership
Bob Roark
Kenny Rogers
Steamboat Ski Company

Please accept our sincere apologies for any unintentional mistakes or names that have been omitted.

We have listed only donations that were received in our office by 12/31/2007. Any year-end donations that arrived in January will be listed in our 2008 report.